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ABSTRACT 

Food hubs are a key solution to advance local and regional food systems by 

providing aggregation, storage, and distribution services to small and mid-sized farmers 

and thereby help them to access local and regional markets.  By performing these 

functions, food hubs produce valuable services to not only farmers but to the public at 

large.  To foster the societal benefits that food hubs produce, the United States 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) and other public agencies have funded some food 

hubs.  This paper examines public funding as a set of interventions to overcome “market 

failures”, or instances in which the market is providing less than the socially desirable 

levels of specific services.  

While existing studies report that many food hubs obtain government funding, 

they do not examine the role of public funding for food hubs.  Through in-depth 

interviews with food hub operators, this study explores food hubs’ use of public funds 

and their experiences with government grant programs.   Analysis of data collected from 

these interviews identifies whether, how, and in what ways business structure, age, and 

break even status influence food hubs’ acquisition of public funds.  This study then 

provides recommendations based on these results to improve future public financing of 

food hubs.   
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1  Introduction     

The development of food hubs has emerged as a key strategy for expanding local 

and regional food systems. This paper explores two aspects of that strategy that have 

received little attention -- the rationale for and role of public funding for the food hubs 

themselves. According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), “A 

regional food hub is a business or organization that actively manages the aggregation, 

distribution, and marketing of source-identified food products primarily from local and 

regional producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy wholesale, retail, and institutional 

demand” (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012, p. 4).   

The USDA seeks to expand economic opportunities, promote agricultural 

production, and maintain healthy working lands (United States Department of 

Agriculture, n.d.b).  Because free markets do not fully achieve these goals, both Congress 

and the USDA create policies and programs to help achieve them.  The USDA 

incorporates food hubs into their strategy to overcome market conditions that constrain 

the development of local and regional food distribution. 

Although local and regional foods represent only 1.9 percent of gross farm sales, 

the USDA values this market niche (Low & Vogel, 2011).  Many believe that 

regionally/locally produced foods create positive outcomes in terms of ecological 

sustainability, social and economic justice, food quality, and human health (Born & 

Purcell, 2006).  However, smaller producers, who are most likely to rely on sales of local 

foods, often do not have access to the infrastructure necessary to deliver their product to 

market or sell to large retailers (Low & Vogel, 2011; Martinez, et al., 2010).  The USDA 

works to support the development of additional infrastructure that will be more accessible 

to smaller producers.    

The USDA is committed to finding viable marketing channels for these producers 

to sustain and even increase the benefits they bring to society.  Food hubs are one 

solution the agency has identified to fill this gap in the food system and increase the 

supply of locally sourced food products and associated benefits.  
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The USDA now funds food hubs through existing grant programs that it markets 

to potential recipients through the “Know Your Farmer, Know Your Food” (KYF) 

initiative.  A key goal of KYF is to “[play] matchmaker” (Know Your Farmer, Know 

Your Food, 2013) between eligible regional food operations and government funding 

programs.  As part of KYF, the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) has published the 

“Regional Food Hub Resource Guide” that lists funding sources for food hub operations 

and provides other useful information.   

In a detailed 2011 study of food hubs conducted by the National Food Hub 

Collaboration (NFHC), the AMS reported that 60 percent of food hubs surveyed obtained 

government funding at start-up and 30 percent were still receiving government funds 

(Barham, Regional Food Hubs: One Solution for Overcoming Barriers for Local 

Producers, 2012).  These figures illustrate that many food hubs utilize public funds.  

However, the concept of a food hub is vague and our knowledge of public support for 

them  remains limited.   

  Most studies of food hubs are case study based and there are no comprehensive 

quantitative studies (Appalachian Sustainable Agriculture Project, 2012).  More 

specifically, no current studies examine in any detail the characteristics of publicly 

funded food hubs such as age and business structure, nor do they address food hubs’ 

overall experience with public funding including decisions to seek government funds and 

the strengths and weaknesses of public funding in serving food hub needs.  This set of 

information would be useful to improve public funding support for food hubs.   

This paper begins to fill these gaps, drawing on interviews with 21 food hubs to 

explore successes and shortcomings of public food hub funding.  While current literature 

has advanced many reasons to fund food hubs, this paper frames public funding for food 

hubs as a form of government intervention to address a market failure.  

The rest of the paper has four parts: background, methods, results and discussion, and 

conclusions.   
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2  Background 

This part of the paper provides critical background and context for the study. 

Section 2.1 gives a brief overview of current conceptions of food hubs, including the 

functions they perform, participants they engage, and types that exist.  Section 2.2 

outlines themes in food hub literature.  Section 2.3 discusses gaps in mainstream food 

systems that resulted in the emergence of food hubs.  Section 2.4 presents the USDA 

justification for government support of food hubs, primarily that the Agency perceives 

them as producing benefits for society.  Section 2.5 describes a specific type of 

government support: supply-side subsidies in the form of grant programs.   

 

2.1 What is a Food Hub?  Definitions and Types of Food Hubs 

Use of the term “food hub” is relatively recent and multiple definitions of a food 

hub exist.  To provide clarity on the concept of food hubs, prominent food hubs 

definitions and types are described below. 

  Morley, Morgan, and Morgan, who were among the first to use the term, 

contend that “on the simplest level a food hub can represent any kind of organizational 

model where food sourcing and supply is coordinated” and that “its coordinating function 

will increase the efficiency of market relations” (2008, p. 3).  They envision food hubs 

“as acting as an intermediary that offers to put the produce of many suppliers, growers, 

farmers and processors into the hands of retailers, food service firms, public sector buyers 

and procurement consortia, and/or direct to the final consumer” (Morley, Morgan, & 

Morgan, 2008, p. 3).  This first definition of a food hub depicts multi-faceted operations 

that engage in activities at many stages of food supply chains.  

The National Food Hub Collaboration (NFHC), whose members include the 

USDA, Wallace Center at Winrock International and the National Good Food Network, 

has developed its own food hub definition (Wallace Center, 2013).  This definition, 

endorsed by the USDA, states  that a food hub is, “a business or organization that actively 

manages the aggregation, distribution, and marketing of source-identified food products 

primarily from local and regional producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy 
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wholesale, retail, and institutional demand”  (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & 

Kirlay, 2012, p. 4).  This definition’s emphasis on local and regional foods distinguishes 

it from the Morley, Morgan and Morgan definition.   The USDA, along with its NFHC 

partners, maintains a list of organizations that it considers food hubs based on functional 

criteria.  These criteria includes: a demonstrated commitment to working with small and 

mid-sized local producers, performance of aggregation, distribution, and marketing 

functions, and the ability to source and distribute multiple products from multiple 

producers to multiple markets (Food Hub Vetting Guidelines - National Food Hub 

Collaboration, 2013).   Through this process, the USDA tries to filter out organizations 

not meeting these standards while leaving open the possibility to include a broad array of 

organizations as food hubs.   

Matson, Sullins, and Cook (2011) include a community theme in a third definition 

of food hubs that they have developed.  According to these authors, food hubs serve “a 

group of varied producers” in “[finding] a local market for their agricultural production.  

[Food hubs] provide the thread of connectivity that keeps consumers in contact with 

farmers and ranchers” (2011, p. 11).  This definition highlights connectedness between 

consumers and their food sources, placed-based food systems, and product identity, as 

required charateristics  of food hubs.     

Across these food hub definitions, commonalities exist.  Food hubs as multi-

purpose platforms to connect diverse sets of actors across supply chains and as providers 

of new market opportunities for agricultural producers  are two  consistent themes, The 

latter two definitions also include a focus on  regional products.  The USDA definition in 

particular highlights food hubs as expanding sales options for local and regional 

producers.  In this paper, a food hub refers to the USDA definition of the term, which the 

Agency widely accepts and uses for compiling and distributing information to food hubs.  

 Food hubs can be established with purposes such as supplying retailers, being an 

attractive business option for producers/entrepreneurs, or for social reasons to serve the 

public (Morley, Morgan, & Morgan, 2008). 
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 Morley, Morgan, and Morgan (2008) offer a condensed continuum of food hub 

types focused on distribution method, which include buyer collection, wholesaler 

distribution, partnership models, third party distribution, and producer distribution.  They 

claim that commodity clearinghouses or traditional retailers qualify as food hubs if they 

meet other food hub criteria such as maintaining relationships with suppliers (2008).   

The USDA also classifies food hubs based on their business model and legal 

structure.  This categorization focuses on distribution mechanisms utilized by food hubs 

and include the following models: farm-to-consumer, farm-to-business/institution, and 

hybrid models (Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, 2013).  Non-profit, cooperative, 

privately held businesses – including LLCs and S-Corps – and publicly held businesses 

are all legal structures recognized by the Agency (2013).  The USDA categories remain 

the primary means to classify food hubs and are used by this report.     

 

2.2 What We Know About Food Hubs   

The majority of food hub studies are qualitative, case study based, and/or 

anecdotal.  Current literature focuses on the operational aspects of food hubs.  In a 

detailed review of food hub and values-based supply chain studies Lerman, Feenstra, and 

Visher (2012) find that common topics in food hub literature include the need for food 

hubs, descriptive characteristics, benefits they produce, challenges they face, and best 

practices moving forward (p. 3).  

 Surprisingly, no studies are devoted exlcusively to exploring the role of public 

funding in food hub development.  These food hub studies typically have restricted their 

consideration of public funding issues to noting government grants available to food hubs 

or highlighting how specific food hubs have used public grants (Matson, Sullins, & Cook, 

2013).  Instead, many food hub studies focus on challenges that food hubs face in running 

their operations, which include a  lack of appropriate infrastucture, poor managements 

and technical business skills, and capacticty development (Matson, Sullins, & Cook, 

Keys to Success for Food Hubs, 2011; Day-Farnsworth, McCown, Miller, & Pfeiffer, 

2009).  The AMS emphasizes infrastructure and fized investments as being necessary for 
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food hub expansion but difficult for hubs to achieve because of a lack of access to capital 

(Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  Accoring the the AMS, 

“Grant funds to support start-ups and expansions are needed to invest in …fixed assets” 

for food hubs (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  

The NFHC conducted the most comprehensive, large-scale, survey of food hubs 

in 2011 (Barham, 2012).  That study included 45 food hubs total and conducted follow-

up phone interviews with 20 food hubs.  The AMS Regional Food Hub Resource Guide 

reports that the NFHC study found that 60 percent of food hubs surveyed had been in 

operation five or less years, indicating that many food hubs remain in early stages of 

development (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  Food hubs in the 

NFHC study generated an average of almost $1 million annually, employed seven full-

time employees and many also relied on volunteer labor to operate (Barham, Tropp, 

Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).   

The NFHC study also tracked sources of funding used by food hubs and reports 

that, in order, public funding sources most used by food hubs were federal, state, and 

local (Barham, 2012).  Further, surveyed food hubs were mostlikely to utilize public 

funding at the time of their start-up, but still relied more on other funding sources such as 

membership fees, foundation funding, and personal loans (Barham, 2012).  Of the 20 

food hubs with whom follow-up interview were conducted, ten reported breaking even, 

seven reported they were close to breaking even, and no mention was made of the other 

three (Barham, 2012). 

 

2.3 What Problem Are Food Hubs Trying to Solve? 

 Food hubs fill gaps in current agricultural distribution networks created by two 

distinct trends in American agriculture: one towards consolidation and one towards 

decentralization (Kirschenmann, Stevenson, Buttel, Lyson, & Duffy, n.d.).  In the food 

industry, where profit margins are notoriously thin under current market conditions, 

successful firms employ a number of tactics to remain competitive including efficient 

supply chain management and vertical integration (Pullman & Wu, 2012).  Major food 
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operations now rely on low cost inputs, economies of scale, and high-volume contracts, 

to maintain profitability (Pullman & Wu, 2012).  These structural changes in the food 

industry have directly affected the agricultural sector as well.  In order to supply 

wholesale contracts for the food industry consistently, food production operations are 

consolidating and expanding in size (Gunter, Thilmany, & Sullins, 2012).  USDA figures 

show that concentration in farm ownership and agricultural production is so great that in 

2007 2.5 percent of all farms generated 59 percent of farm income (Diamond & Barham, 

2011).Commenting on this data, Diamond and Barham remark that, “never have so many 

been fed by so few” (2011, p. 2).   

While the pattern of increased concentration in the food sector continues, there is 

a smaller counter- trend towards more direct sales. (Kirschenmann, Stevenson, Buttel, 

Lyson, & Duffy, n.d.).  Some smaller agricultural producers have been able to capitalize 

on growing demand for local food products and pursue direct-to-consumer markets.  

However, even as the number and value of direct-to-consumer produce sales expands, 

only 18 percent of local foods sales pass through this selling channel (Johnson, 

Aussenberg, & Cowan, 2012).  Intermediated markets account for 57 percent of local 

food sales and a combination of intermediated markets and direct-to-consumer account 

for 25 percent (2012).   

Direct-to-consumer channels are not a viable option for many small and mid-sized 

farm operations (Diamond & Barham, 2011).  According to the most recent USDA 

definitions, small farms generate $350,000 or less in annual sales and mid-sized farms 

have sales of between $350,000 and $999,999 annually (Hoppe & MacDonald, 2013). A 

concentration of production from farms earning more than $1 million annually and 

commodity price inflation caused the USDA to amend these categories for the first time 

in 15 years.  This reinforces the conclusion that farms are shifting towards greater 

production (Hoppe & MacDonald, 2013).  However, mid-sized farms in particular are 

unable to compete successfully with large-scale farm operations on scale and are often 

too large to sell through direct markets.  Mid-sized farms struggle to “operate in the space 
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between the vertically integrated commodity markets and the direct markets” 

(Kirschenmann, Stevenson, Buttel, Lyson, & Duffy, n.d., p. 1).   

The limited and polarized market options available to food producers have 

dramatically altered the composition of American farms with “disastrous” results for 

“independent family farmers” (Kirschenmann, Stevenson, Buttel, Lyson, & Duffy, n.d., 

p. 1).  As viable market opportunities for these farms disappear, so too do the farms 

themselves.  Farms earning $250,000 or less in annual sales saw their numbers decline 

between 1997 and 2007 (Stevenson, 2010).  Additionally, with the new USDA farm size 

classifications, small and mid-sized farms represent 91 percent of American farms but 

account for just 29 percent of the value of U.S. production, further reinforcing high levels 

of concentration in food production systems (Hoppe & MacDonald, 2013).  Lack of scale 

appropriate distribution and processing infrastructure for small and mid-sized producers 

is a major barrier preventing these producers from expanding their market share (Day-

Farnsworth, McCown, Miller, & Pfeiffer, 2009).  Food hubs, however, aim to fill this 

market gap and provide new selling opportunities for small and mid-sized farms.   

 

2.4 Market Failure: Justification for Funding Food Hubs  

Lack of adequate infrastructure and growing concentration in food production at 

the farm level are sources of concern to the USDA because they result in the 

disappearance of a critical segment of American agricultural producers – small and mid-

sized farms – and the benefits they provide to society.  The USDA is interested in 

supporting food hubs as a vehicle to develop this market niche.  According to the AMS: 

Regional food hubs are increasingly filling a market niche that the current food 

distribution system is not adequately addressing – the aggregation and distribution 

of food products from small and mid-sized producers into local and regional 

wholesale market channels. (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 

2012) 
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Agriculture Deputy Secretary Kathleen Merrigan reiterates these sentiments 

announcing in 2013:  

At USDA we are committed to food hubs because we believe that they offer 

strong and sound infrastructure support to producers across the country which will 

also help build stronger regional food systems.  (Celestin, 2013)  

 

Though the USDA claims to support of food hubs in order to develop a market 

niche, the development of a market niche alone does not justify publicly funding food 

hubs.  The economic theory of market failure more appropriately justifies USDA 

intervention in agricultural markets in support of food hubs.   

A market failure occurs when free markets do not produce adequate levels of 

desired societal outcomes (Ribaudo, Kuchler, & Mancino, 2008).   The insufficient 

creation of distribution infrastructure for small and mid-sized farmers seeking to meet 

consumer demand for local foods can be viewed as a market failure since a lack of these 

producers equates to a lack of benefits they produce for society.  Market failures provide 

a basis for framing policy problems and a rationale for government intervention in 

markets (Weimer & Vining, 2005).  Weimer and Vining (2005) stipulate that market 

intervention is justified if “values other than efficiency” are important societal goals and 

are not being met under current market conditions (Weimer & Vining, 2005, p. 218).   

  The rhetoric used by the USDA to describe regional food systems and food hubs 

indicates that the Agency perceives that these entities produce societal benefits and are 

therefore worthy of government support.  For example, Secretary Of Agriculture Tom 

Vilsack stated in 2010 that:  

An increased emphasis on regional food systems will have direct and significant 

benefits to rural communities.  Increased economic activity in food-related sectors 

of the economy helps communities build and maintain prosperity….USDA will 

work …to develop and revitalize the critical infrastructure necessary for vibrant 

regional food systems. (Know Your Farmer Know Your Food, United States 

Department of Agriculture, 2013, p. 6)  
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 Similarly, according to the USDA’s Regional Food Hub Resource Guide:  

“…because food hubs provide a number of …services that build the capacity of 

local producers and also engage buyers and consumers to rethink their purchasing 

options and habits, food hubs are emerging as critical pillars for building viable 

local and regional food systems.” (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & 

Kirlay, 2012) 

 

The USDA is responding to the decline of small and mid-sized farmers and heavy 

concentration of producers in American agriculture as market failures that are out of line 

with societal values.  These quotes illustrate that top levels of USDA administration 

believe that regional food systems and food hubs can produce important societal benefits 

such as stronger rural communities and engaged consumers.  Empirical evidence exists to 

support this idea: research on local food systems indicates that they increase community 

employment and income (Martinez, et al., 2010).  An NFHC study of food hubs from 

2011 indicates that food hubs also create an average of seven full-time and five part-time 

jobs (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  Case studies from that 

project also show that food hubs can increase producer viability and profitability by 

providing increased market access (2012).   

Retaining small farms has environmental implications as well.  In 2007 farms 

earning less than $250,000, considered at that time  by USDA to be small farms, held 64 

percent of all farmland, giving them stewardship over a significant proportion of 

agricultural land (Hoppe & Banker, Structure and Finances of U.S. Farms, 2010).  

Though “local food” is not synonymous with “sustainably produced foods”, many food 

hubs strengthen sustainable growing practices through providing professional 

development training and mentor programs to farmers (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, 

Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012). 

Surveys of local food customers indicate that keeping farmers in local areas, 

supporting the local economy, and knowing the source of food products as motivations to 

purchase local foods  in addition to a belief that ‘local’ foods are better and fresher than 
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non-local products (Stephenson & Lev, 2004; Martinez, et al., 2010).  Hamm attributes 

interest in local foods to beliefs that local foods are healthier, help build community, 

expand ecosystem services, and that farmland and agrarian lifestyles should be 

maintained (2007, pp. 217-218). 

In sum, many observers believe that (a) current food systems have performed 

poorly in providing the goods and services to society that local and regional food systems 

as well as food hubs offer, and (b) food hubs address this by creating positive benefits 

through their activities that support local and regional food systems and producers.  The 

USDA wants to augment these societal benefits by responding to the apparent inability of 

traditional markets to produce these services. 

 

2.5 What is Known About USDA and State Support for Food Hubs 

After determining that a market failure exists, governments must choose whether 

to intervene or take no action.  As discussed above, the U.S. government has chosen the 

former with regards to food hubs for local and regional food systems.  In cases of market 

failure, government intervention in markets should induce change, not command it 

(Weimer & Vining, 2005).  Supply-side subsidies provide incentives to foster the creation 

of societal benefits and are a market compatible form of government intervention 

(Weimer & Vining, 2005).  This paper focuses on supply-side subsidies in the form of 

grants as the main policy instrument used by government in relation to food hubs. 

Though supply-side subsidies are a recognized strategy for overcoming market 

failure, it should be noted that their effectiveness can be difficult to measure (Weimer & 

Vining, 2005).  Weimer and Vining claim that while supply-side subsidies may make 

markets operate more efficiently, in many cases it is difficult to accurately assess their 

social marginal benefits and social marginal costs (2005).  This makes assessing the 

effectiveness of supply-side subsidies, such as grants, at producing societal benefits 

difficult to gauge.   

Although no current grants specifically target food hubs, food hubs qualify for a 

variety of these existing federal and state grants.  As stated earlier, Know Your Farmer, 
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Know Your Food Program (KYF) launched by the USDA in September 2009 (Hardesty, 

2010) is a mechanism the USDA uses to promote federal grant options available to food 

hubs.  The KYF initiative itself does not fund projects; rather it is a collaborative effort 

across USDA’s 17 agencies to compile information on established USDA resources 

designated to support regional food systems and food producers (Know Your Farmer 

Know Your Food, United States Department of Agriculture, 2013).  Agencies then 

cooperate to share this information with each other and the public through publications 

and outreach campaigns.  The Regional Food Hub Resource Guide circulated by KYF 

identifies more than 30 possible public funding sources for food hubs, though their list is 

not exhaustive (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).    

The majority of grants the KYF promotes for food hubs are Federal grants.  

Among the most promoted and documented Federal grants available to food hubs include 

Farmers Market Promotion Program (FMPP) grants, the Rural Business Enterprise Grant 

(RBEG), the Value-Added Producer Grant (VAPG), and the Specialty Crop Block Grant 

(SCBG) (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012; United States 

Department of Agriculture, n.d.)   The FMPP, “considered at the heart of KYF” 

(Hardesty, 2010, p. 2) , is often marketed to food hubs (United States Department of 

Agriculture , n.d.a).  FMPP seeks to boost farmers markets and direct-to-consumer sales 

channels for agricultural producers and can be awarded to non-profits, agricultural 

cooperatives, local governments, and Tribal governments (Fitzgerald, Evans, & Daniel, 

2010).  Oklahoma Food Cooperative as an example used an FMPP grant to fund 

transportation and computerized record-keeping equipment to improve its distribution 

system (United States Department of Agriculture, n.d.a).   

The RBEG is another grant promoted to food hubs.  The USDA awards RBEG 

grants solely to rural entities, including local governments, rural non-profits, and Tribal 

governments (Fitzgerald, Evans, & Daniel, 2010). This grant supports physical 

infrastructure development for agricultural projects in addition to planning, technical 

assistance, and equipment purchases (United States Department of Agriculture , n.d.a).  

This grant helped the Coast Grown Cooperative of San Juis Obispo, FL finance 
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feasibility studies, producer surveys, and a business start-up plan. (United States 

Department of Agriculture , n.d.a).      

The USDA also highlights the VAPG as a funding source for food hubs (United 

States Department of Agriculture , n.d.a).  This grant seeks to boost the development of 

value-added agricultural products and is restricted to use by independent producers, 

farmer and rancher cooperatives, and agricultural producers groups (United States 

Department of Agriculture , n.d.a).  The food hub Fertile Grounds of Noxen, 

Pennsylvania used this grant to extend its marketing program to consumers and recruit 

new producers for its community supported agriculture program (Matson, Sullins, & 

Cook, The Role of Food Hubs in Local Food Marketing, 2013). 

Beyond federal funding sources for food hubs, state departments of agriculture 

exercise a fair deal of autonomy in prioritizing projects to fund, but the KYF does not 

widely document funding programs for food hubs at the state and lower levels of 

government.  One exception, the SCBG, is widely mentioned in funding literature for 

local food systems such as the National Sustainable Agricultural Coalition’s Guide to 

USDA Funding for Local and Regional Food Systems (2010).  The SCBG funds are 

federal, but the money is allocated to U.S. state departments of agriculture to support 

health programs, produce distribution systems, and market competitiveness of specialty 

crops (fruits, vegetables, and tree nut and nursery crops) (2010).  States then usually 

partner with community organizations to use the grant, such as the Intervale Food Hub of 

Vermont, which used a SCBG to fund a market study aimed understanding consumer 

consumption of these crops (Nessa, 2012). 

Since public funding sources for food hubs are scattered across government 

agencies it remains difficult to discern how food hubs are utilizing the patchwork of 

funding available to them.  For example, no database of public grants received by food 

hubs exists.  Also, since education and outreach efforts to connect food hubs to grant 

programs have only been active since 2009 with the implementation of KYF, little 

information is available detailing the characteristics of food hubs receiving funding.   

Food hubs come in a wide variety of business models, business structures, and have a 
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range of missions; therefore variations in whether, how, and with what results food hubs 

are accessing public funding are not surprising.   

 

3  Methods 

 Section 3 details the methods employed to examine the role of public for food 

hubs.  Section 3.1 presents an overview of the methods and key variables while Section 

3.2 addresses the limitations.   

 

 3.1 Overview of Methods 

 I conducted semi-structured phone interviews with food hub operators as a 

flexible form of data collection to accommodate the diverse array of food hubs 

interviewed (Mason, 2004); interviews contained open-ended questions to allow for open 

and personalized responses.  The use of in-depth phone interviews to collect information 

about food hubs is in line with similar studies of food hubs conducted by the AMS and 

authors Day-Farnsworth et al. (Barham, 2012; (Day-Farnsworth, McCown, Miller, & 

Pfeiffer, 2009).  Interview questions focused on three main areas of interest about food 

hubs: history and background, financial status, and public funding sources.  Appendix A 

provides a full list of interview questions.  

I selected participants for interviews from the AMS’s “Working List of Food 

Hubs”, which was developed in collaboration with the NGFN (Agricultural Marketing 

Service, 2013).  I further analyzed this list to discern the composition of business 

structure represented by food hubs on this list.  At the time of the study – February 

through April 2013 – the list contained 223 food hubs.  In total, 21 out of 55 contacted 

food hubs participated, resulting in a response rate of 38 percent.  Representatives of 

interviewed food hubs included food hub directors and employees.  The 21 survey 

respondents comprise nine percent of food hubs on AMS’s working list.   

To capture a satisfactory range of food hub types and provide a relatively large 

sample of interviews, I sought a minimum of 20 food hub participants.  The largest 

published survey of food hubs as of this publication conducted in 2011 by the NFHC (see 
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Section 2.3), influenced this target.  This study initially focused on food hubs in the 

western United States, which explains why that part of the country is overrepresented. 

This limited geographic area did not yield enough interviews so the study next sought 

respondents alphabetically by state until a sufficient sample size was obtained.  The final 

set of respondents includes food hubs in 15 states: Arkansas, California, Colorado, 

Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Mexico, New York, 

Ohio, Oregon, and Rhode Island.  All food hubs interviewed handle diversified products; 

organizations on the list that appeared to handle only one product or be a farmers market 

were excluded.   

Responses to open-ended questions are organized thematically (McNabb, 2009).  

To maintain the confidentiality of respondents, interview quotes are reported 

anonymously using coded abbreviations.  Food hubs that obtained any public funds are 

coded as “Y1, 2, 3…” and non-publicly funded food hubs as “N1, 2, 3…”; a full list of 

coded food hubs with information about their business structure, age, break even status, 

and revenue can be found in Appendix C).   

 

3.2 Key Variable Categories 

The results section presents data from food hub interviews organized primarily by 

their public funding status in addition to three other variables – business structure, age, 

and breaking even status – recognized to affect food hubs’ development.   

Business structures are important to document since they can influence the 

eligibility status of food hubs for public funding.  I used the AMS’s business structure 

categories of “non-profit”, “cooperative”, and “privately held business” used on their 

working list of food hubs from which respondents were drawn, to distinguish food hubs.  

These categories allow for comparison with past AMS studies.  The AMS distinguishes 

between various legal structures of privately held businesses, but all privately held 

business structures they identify are “for profit” organizations for public funding 

purposes (Smith, n.d).  This study therefore considers privately held businesses to be for 

profit organizations.  
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Food hubs’ ages are displayed as a range to avoid revealing identifying 

information about interview participants.  The three age range categories used are  0-4 

years (younger food hubs), 5-9 years (mid-age food hubs), and 10 years and older (older 

food hubs).     

Finally, whether food hubs were breaking even was included as an indicator of the 

overall financial viability of food hub operations.  For the purposes of this study, 

“breaking even” refers to whether or not the revenue generated by a food hub covered 

operating expenses.  The final group of food hub participants represents a wide cross-

section of food hub business structures, ages, and geographic location, which previous 

food hub studies have all used as criteria in selecting case studies (Day-Farnsworth, 

McCown, Miller, & Pfeiffer, 2009; Diamond & Barham, 2012). 

 

3.3 Study Limitations 

This study is exploratory and provides a preliminary snapshot of the role of public 

funding for food hubs given available data.  The objective of this research was to provide 

baseline data on the role of public funding for food hubs.  Since studies that focus 

exclusively on the public funding aspects of food hubs do not exist, results cannot be 

compared to expected outcomes.     

Tables in Section 4 display results as percentages.  This study does not include 

significance testing on results because the 21 interviews it conducted represent a 

relatively small portion of the total food hub population.  Due to the wide range of food 

hubs interviewed, median calculations more accurately portray food hub characteristics 

than average calculations as they minimize the influence of outliers in the dataset, but 

both sets of figures are provided.     

Another limitation of this study was the scope of grants available to food hubs 

analyzed.  This study only analyzed federal grants listed for food hub use in the AMS’s 

Regional Food Hub Resource Guide; however this list is not exhaustive and does not 

include all State grants available to food hubs (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & 

Kirlay, 2012).; currently, no such list exists.   
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4  Results and Discussion 

Section 4 presents and analyzes data collected during interviews with food hub 

operators and provides tables that summarize results.  Section 4.1 outlines the overall 

sample of interviewed food hubs.  Section 4.2 describes reasons food hubs in this study 

cited for starting their operations and supports that food hubs view themselves as filling 

gaps in local and regional food systems.  Section 4.3 reports the number and types of 

public grants that food hubs obtained.  Section 4.4 outlines basic of food hubs 

characteristics such as business structure, age, and public funding and breaking-even 

status.  Section 4.5 details barriers and challenges that non-publicly and publicly funded 

food hubs encounter in accessing public funds.  Section 4.6 describes types of funding 

that food hubs reported wanting access to and discusses modifications to existing public 

grant programs that food hubs suggested.   

 

4.1 Summary of Food Hub Sample 

Table 1 provides basic characteristics of the sample of food hub participants 

including their business structure, age, revenue generated, and public funding and break 

even status.   

The composition of food hubs interviewed closely mirrors the composition of the 

food hubs on the AMS’s working list in terms of business structure and overall seems 

consistent with existing knowledge of food hub characteristics.  Table 1 shows that nearly 

half of the food hubs interviewed, 48 percent, are privately held businesses, as compared 

to 47 percent on the AMS’s working list (Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, 2013).   

Food hubs between 0-4 years were the most frequently interviewed, but the 

average age of food hubs was almost nine years and the median five years (Table 2).  

This reflects a younger distribution of food hubs and is consistent with findings that many 

food hubs now are in nascent stages.  Food hubs were closely divided in terms of 

breaking even; roughly, half of food hubs reported breaking even and half said they were 

not, with one food hub unsure of their break-even status.  Overall, the average annual 
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revenue of food hubs interviewed is higher than past food hub studies (Table 2) (Barham, 

Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  In terms of obtaining public funding, 

food hubs were again closely split with roughly half receiving funds (Table 1).    

 

Table 1 Summary of Food Hubs Interviewed 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Average and Median Age and Annual Revenue of Total Sample 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Reasons Food Hubs Began Operations 

 Table 3 provides reasons that interviewed food hubs cited for why they began.  

The top three explanations food hubs offered were to support small and local farmers (43 

percent), to fill a gap in the current food system (38 percent), and to help farmers market 

their products (29 percent).  The category “support for small and local farmers” includes 

responses that indicated the food hub started to provide technical assistance to farmers, 

Food Hub Characteristics Number of Food 

Hubs 

Percentage of Food 

Hubs* (n=21) 

Business Structure    

Non-profit 5 24% 

Cooperative 6 29% 

Privately Held Business 10 48% 

Years in Operation   

0-4 9 43% 

5-9 6 29% 

10+ 6 29% 

Breaking Even   

Yes 10 48% 

No 10 48% 

Unsure 1 5% 

Receiving Public Funding    

Yes 10 48% 

No 11 52% 

*Not all sums total 100% due to rounding. 

Average Age  Median Age  Average Annual 

Revenue 

Median Annual 

Revenue 

8.8 years  5 years $3,657,446 $459,000 
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help farmers stay in business, or increase farmer income.  The category “helping farmers 

market their products” only includes responses that explicitly stated marketing as a 

reason for founding their food hub.   

 

Table 3 Principal Reasons Cited for Starting Food Hub 

Reason for Starting Food Hub Percent of total food hubs* 

(n=21) 

Support local and small farmers 43% 

Fill a gap or need for local food  38% 

Help local and small farmers market their products  29% 

Take place of failed local food operation 19% 

Strengthen agriculture and community  14% 

Support local food movement, social movement 10% 

* Respondents could provide more than one answer. 

 

Food hub responses in Table 3 indicate that many began their operations to tackle 

the barriers facing local and regional food systems that that USDA hopes to target in their 

support of food hubs.  Many food hubs interviewed see themselves as filling in gaps in 

existing markets that prevent small and mid-sized producers from entering markets.  For 

example, food hub N3 described themselves as acting as “the middleman” and 

“marketing arm” for small farmers while food hub N7 replied that they are, “trying to 

help the little guy and the small producers” and “saw a real need for helping farmers get 

their products to market”.   

Interviewed food hubs were inspired to begin their business in order to bridge 

barriers for local food distribution.  As food hub N1 simply stated, “we saw a need for 

local distribution”.  Food hub N4 reported that they began their operation to supply local 

and regional food products to a retail food business whose demand for these products was 

left unmet by existing food distribution outlets.  Food hub Y6 also began to meet a local 

business’s demand for local and regional foods that was not being satisfied because, in 

their words, “there was really a missing link” in the food system.  Four interviewed food 

hubs stated that they started to fill gaps in local food distribution systems left when other 

local food businesses, such as Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farms in the 
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case of three of these food hubs, failed.   In this way, many food hubs are aware of the 

gaps they fill in local and regional food distribution systems and actively seek to fill 

them, as hoped by the USDA. 

Aside from strengthening the distribution of local and regional food products, 

some food hubs did cite creating benefits for their community as a reason for beginning.  

Food hub N5 began to, “help strengthen agriculture in our tiny little region” while food 

hub N6 started because: 

We felt it was important that we really try to re-establish food farmers in [our 

region]…We’re in the midst of genetically modified corn and soybeans...for many 

of the young people who come from farm families, there’s no place for them on 

the farm anymore.  And so we kept seeing all of these talented young people 

move out of the community. 

Responses from food hubs indicating why they began their operations are in line 

with reasons the USDA cites for supporting food hubs and supports the notion that food 

hubs have developed to address a market failure and strengthen a market niche.   

 

4.3 Food Hub Grant Sources 

Publicly funded food hubs utilized federal, state, and county funding sources.  

The amount of public grants obtained by publicly funded food hubs ranged from one to 

four, with these food hubs using an average of two grants each.  Interviewed food hubs 

reported the Rural Business Enterprise Grants (RBEG) as the most frequently acquired 

grant followed by grants from state departments of agriculture and the Specialty Crop 

Block Grant (SCBG).  The SCBG is unique in that AMS distributes it to state 

departments of agriculture.  Once a state department of agriculture successfully obtains a 

SCBG, they award the funds to subgrantees to increase the competitiveness of specialty 

crops (Agricultural Marketing Service, 2012).  Organizations that receive SCBGs are 

therefore receiving funds from the state, not federal, level.  Other grant programs utilized 

by food hubs included the Farmers Market Promotion Program (FMPP), Value-Added 
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Producer Grants (VAPG), and the Beginner Farmers and Ranchers Grant (BFRG), all of 

which are federal grants.   

The top three grant sources comprise 45 percent of the total grants food hubs 

received, with 25 percent coming from state sources (Table 4).  However, though overall 

55 percent of respondents listed using federal grants, 35 percent state grants, and 10 

percent county (Table 4).  The fact that 55 percent of grants food hubs obtained were 

federal may be due to large federal outreach efforts to food hubs, but opportunities from 

other levels of government to offer more support to food hubs still exist.  County 

provisions of non-monetary support for food hubs supplemented low levels of monetary 

support.  In the case of one food hub, county government provided rent-free warehouse 

space for 2 years.  Other food hubs reported utilizing public infrastructure under county 

control, such as using public schools as pick-up and drop-off sites for produce.   

 

Table 4 Public Funds Received by Food Hubs 

 

 4.4 Comparison of Non-Publicly and Publicly Funded Food Hubs  

Section 4.4 explores three factors, business structure, age and breaking even status 

that influenced food hub acquisition of public funds (Table 5).  Section 4.4.1 addresses 

business structure as a factor in food hubs obtaining or not obtaining public funding.  

Section 4.4.2 examines the influence of age in food hubs utilizing government grants.  

Grant/Funding Obtained Percent of Total 

Grants Obtained 

(n=20)  

Grant 

Source 

Rural Business and Enterprise Grant (RBEG) 20% Federal 
State Department of Agriculture – grant 15% State 

Specialty Crop Block Grant (SCBG) 10% State 

Farmers Market Promotion Program (FMPP) 

((FMPP) 

10% Federal 

Value-Added Producers Grant (VAPG) 10% Federal 

Beginning Farmer and Rancher Grant (BFRG) 10% Federal 

County – funds 10% County 

State Department of Agriculture - unsolicited 

funds 

5% State 

Agricultural Marketing Service - discretionary 

funds 

5% Federal 

State Grant - not from department of agriculture 5% State 
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Section 4.4.3 describes how the breaking even status of food hubs affects whether or not 

they access public funds.   

 

Table 5 Comparison of Publicly and Non-Publicly Funded Food Hubs for Age, Business 

Structure, and Achievement of Break Even Status 

Food Hub Characteristics No Public 

Funding (n=11) 

Public Funding  

(n=10) 

Business Structure   

Non-profit (n = 5) 20% 80% 

Cooperative (n = 6) 50% 50% 

Privately Held Business (n =10) 70% 30% 

Age   

 0-4 years (n = 9) 44% 56% 

5-10 years (n = 6) 67% 33% 

10+ years (n = 6) 50% 50% 

Breaking Even†   

Yes (n = 10) 60% 40% 

No (n = 10) 40% 60% 

†One food hub reported being unsure of its break even status. 

  

Table 6 Average and Median Age and Annual Revenue of Non-publicly and Publicly 

Funded Food Hubs  

 Average Age 

(in years) 

Median Age 

(in years) 

Average Annual 

Revenue 

Median Annual 

Revenue 

Non-publicly 

Funded Food Hubs 

(n=11) 

6.3 5 $2,445,012 $459,000 

Publicly Funded 

Food Hubs (n=10) 

8.5 4 $4,991,123 $490,000 

 

Table 5 compares food hubs with and without public funding in regards to 

business structure, age, and break even status.  This table shows that non-profits were the 

business structure that most frequently obtained public funding; 80 percent of non-profit 

food hubs obtained public funds in contrast to only 30 percent of privately held food hubs 

that did.   

Young food hubs acquired more public funding than other age categories with 56 

percent gaining government grants (Table 5).  Thirty-three percent of mid-aged food hubs 
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obtained public grants, making them the age range least likely to do so.  Publicly funded 

food hubs had a slightly lower median age, 4 years, than non-publicly funded food hubs 

(Table 6).  This places at least half of publicly funded food hubs in the younger food hub 

category, reinforcing that this age category was likely to obtain public funds.  

Table 5 also shows that a higher percentage of food hubs with no public funds, 60 

percent, reported breaking even on operations compared to 40 percent of food hubs with 

public funds.  When examining the actual annual revenue of food hubs, Table 6 shows 

that publicly funded food hubs tended to earn more than non-publicly funded food hubs.  

It is not clear why publicly funded food hubs may earn more than non-publicly funded 

food hubs.  Public funding may help food hubs generate more revenue, or food hubs that 

obtain public funding may simply be larger organizations than their non-publicly funded 

counterparts.    

 

4.4.1 Business Structure  

 Business structure did seem to influence food hubs’ acquisition of public funds, as 

seen by discrepancies in the percentage of publicly funded food hubs across business 

structures (Table 5).  The eligibility requirements of federal grants help to explain some 

of these differences.  Non-profit food hubs are eligible for nearly four times the number 

of federal grants that the AMS’s Regional Food Hub Resource Guide promotes to food 

hubs (see Appendix B for the complete list) than privately held businesses and twice as 

many as cooperatives (Barham, Tropp, Enterline, Farban, Fisk, & Kirlay, 2012).  The 

most commonly obtained grant of interviewed food hubs, the RBEG, for example, is not 

available to cooperatives or for profit organizations.   

 Responses from several privately held food hubs revealed a strong perception that 

they are not eligible or preferred for existing federal grants.  Food hub N5, which is 

privately held and has applied for both an FMPP grant and an SCBG, offered this 

response to not receiving either grant: 

I’m a little bit surprised because I think we’ve submitted good proposals…Part of 

why I think we haven’t gotten funded is because…we’re a for-profit.  Even 

though for-profits are eligible, I think that the money ends up going to the non-
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profits in reality.  I think for-profits are seen as kind of self-interested parties…I 

think if we were structured as a non-profit we would be more successful.  

 

Multiple privately held food hubs that did receive public funding expressed 

surprise, since they thought their legal status disqualified them for most public grants.  

On receiving public grants, privately held food hub Y6 stated that, “[We’re] an LLC, so 

[we] don’t expect that sort of thing.  The fact that we got one [grant] was so crazy, and 

bizarre, and wonderful, but not expected”.   

This reinforces that there is misinformation or widely held misconceptions 

regarding food hubs’ eligibility for government funds.  However, though privately held 

food hubs are eligible for fewer public grants than other legal structures, they are still 

grant options available to them.  Of the top five specific grants grant programs used 

(RBEG, SCBG, FMPP, VAPG, BFRG) four are available to non-profits, four to 

cooperatives, and three for for-profit businesses (see Appendix B).  Table 7 reflects that 

public funding was distributed fairly evenly across food hub business structures; non-

profits obtained 40 percent of public funds distributed to food hubs and cooperatives and 

privately held businesses each obtained 30 percent.  Given this uniform distribution of 

public funds, public funding does not seem to favor some business structures over others 

in the case of food hubs.  The fact that non-profits were most likely to access public 

funding could simply reflect the fact that non-profits may be more apt to seek public 

funds than other business structures.  Table 8 shows that non-profits tended to be younger 

and generate less revenue than cooperatives and privately held businesses and may 

therefore have a greater need of public funds (Table 8).    
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Table 7 Comparison of Non-profit, Cooperative, and Privately Held Food Hubs for Age, 

Achievement of Break Even Status, and Public Funding Status 

Food Hub Characteristics* Non-profit 

(n=5) 

Cooperative  

(n=6)  

Privately Held 

Business (n=10) 

Age    

0-4 years (n= 9) 33% 22% 44% 

5-9 years (n=6) 17% 17% 67% 

10+ years (n =6) 17% 50% 33% 

Public Funding    

Yes (n = 10) 40% 30% 30% 

No (n = 11) 9% 27% 64% 

Breaking Even†    

Yes (n=10) 30% 10% 60% 

No (n=10) 50% 50% 0% 

* Not all sums total 100% due to rounding. 

†One food hub reported being unsure of its break even status. 

 

 
 

Table 8 Average and Median Age and Annual Revenue of Non-profit, Cooperative, and 

Privately Held Food Hubs  

Food Hub Business Structure  Average 

Age (in 

years) 

Median 

Age (in 

years) 

Average 

Annual 

Revenue 

Median 

Annual 

Revenue 

Non-profit (n=5) 5  3  $1,024,864  $43,733  

Cooperative (n=6) 9.7  9  $3,792,667  $645,000  

Privately Held Business (n=10)  9.9  5  $4,644,205  $454,500  

 

4.4.2 Age 

The fact that young food hubs acquired more public funding than other age 

categories may be a result of the launching of the now four-year-old KYF initiative.  As 

the largest targeted outreach campaign to food hubs and other local food enterprises, the 

initiative seems to be effective in terms of education and outreach as evidenced by only 

nine percent of non-publicly funded food hubs reporting that they lacked information on 

where to find government grant sources.  Although KYF supports all food hubs, it did not 

exist as a resource when older food hubs were in their start-up phases.  Some food hubs 

that developed in the absence of wide-public support do not consider public grants as a 

funding source to pursue.  For example, N6, a mid-aged food hub, described a start-up 

project their organization is struggling to finance, but said they had not considered public 
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funding as an option to do so.  However, one older food hub (N4) that had never accessed 

public funding, reported that while their organization was not interested in public funds, 

they might consider helping the farmers they work with obtain public grants in the future.       

The structure of available grants could be another reason that younger food hubs 

obtained more funding than older food hubs.  Several government grants that food hubs 

can access are start-up grants or project based grants that younger organizations are more 

likely to utilize than established operations.  For example, the RBEG – the most 

commonly received grant – funds “small and emerging rural businesses” (Rural 

Development, United States Department of Agriculture, 2013) and is not typically used 

by more mature organizations.   

The start-up phases of any business can be a struggle and it makes sense that more 

young hubs would receive funding than older hubs not in this critical stage of 

development.  Stated differently, mid-aged and older organizations may be less apt to 

obtain public funding because they are past their start-up phases and possibly more 

established and profitable than their younger counterparts.  For example, all food hubs 

over 10 years of age reported breaking even (Table 9); if food hubs are not breaking even 

it is unlikely they would survive this long financially.  Also, older food hubs, especially 

those ten years and older, generate more annual revenue than younger food hubs (Table 

10).   
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Table 9 Comparison of Food Hub Age for Business Structure, and Achievement of Break 

Even Status Average, and Public Funding Status 

Food Hub Characteristics* Age 0-4 Years 

(n=9) 

Age 5-9 Years  

(n=6) 

Age 10+ Years 

(n=6) 

Business Structure    

Non-profit (n = 5) 60% 20% 20% 

Cooperative (n = 6) 33% 17% 50% 

Privately Held Business (n =10) 40% 40% 20% 

Public Funding    

Yes (n = 10) 50% 20% 30% 

No (n = 11) 36% 36% 27% 

Breaking Even†    

Yes (n=10) 30% 10% 60% 

No (n=10) 50% 50% 0% 

*Not all sums total 100% due to rounding. 

†One food hub reported being unsure of its break even status. 

 

 

 

 

Table 10 Average and Median Age and Annual Revenue of Food Hubs By Age Category 

Food Hub Age   Average 

Age (in 

years) 

Median 

Age (in 

years) 

Average 

Annual 

Revenue 

Median 

Annual 

Revenue 

0-4 years (n=9) 3.1 3 $241,007  $66,247 

5-9 years (n=6) 5.8 5 $319,550 $121,500 

10+ years (n=6)  19.8  17 $11,895,000 $4,000,000 

 

4.4.3 Breaking Even Status 

Table 11 shows that 60 percent of public funds were awarded to food hubs not 

breaking even, slightly more than those who are breaking even.  However, the breaking-

even status of food hubs did not necessarily correlate with food hubs’ interest in pursuing 

public funds.  For example, food hub Y10 was breaking even, but had received four 

government grants.   It cannot be conclusively determined whether public funding has 

caused these food hubs to break even or whether they simply chose to pursue public 

grants as a convenient form of funding specific initiatives.   

Food hub N10 was the only food hub without public funds to report that they 

were not interested in public funding because there was “no need”.  One reason given by 
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food hubs not breaking even who chose not to apply for public grants was “a real 

independence streak” on the part of producers, according to food hub N2.  Food hub N9, 

also not breaking even, stated that they chose to forgo public funds as a strategic business 

decision not to rely on grants as a source of income.  As stated by N9, their “goal of 

[their] program is that it is self-funding”.  However, N9’s organization chose to pursue 

public grants for aspects of its operation other than the food-hub portion.  In this case, the 

overall organization chose to subsidize its food hub and restrict using grants to other parts 

of its operation.     

According to Table 12, the median income of food hubs that are breaking even 

and not breaking even are dramatically different with  food hubs that are breaking even 

generating  over nine times more revenue than those that are not.  Food hubs that are 

breaking even were also much older than those not breaking both when average and 

median ages are compared.  These figures could be because older food hubs self-select 

into the category of breaking even; if they were not breaking even they presumably 

would not be in operation after more than ten years.  All food hubs over ten years of age 

were breaking even.  However, interestingly, mid-aged food hubs were less likely than 

younger food hubs to be breaking even.      
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Table 11 Comparison of Business Structure, Age, and Public Funding Status for Breaking 

Even and Not Breaking Even Food Hubs 

Food Hub Characteristics* Not Breaking 

Even (n=10) 

Breaking Even  

(n=10) † 

Business Structure   

Non-profit (n = 5) 60% 40% 

Cooperative (n = 6) 67% 33% 

Privately Held Business (n =9) 56% 44% 

   

Age   

 0-4 years (n = 8) 63% 38% 

5-10 years (n = 6) 83% 17% 

10+ years (n = 6) 0% 100% 

   

Public Funding   

Yes (n = 10) 60% 40% 

No (n = 10) 40% 60% 

*Not all sums total 100% due to rounding. 

†One food hub reported being unsure of its break even status. 

 
 

Table 12 Average and Median Age and Annual Revenue of Breaking Even and Not 

Breaking Even Food Hubs 

Food Hub Break Even Status* Average 

Age (in 

years) 

Median 

Age (in 

years) 

Average 

Annual 

Revenue 

Median 

Annual 

Revenue 

Breaking Even (n=10) 13.6 11 $7,320,909 $1,055,000  

Not Breaking Even (n=10) 4.2 4.5 $347,703 $121,500 

*One food hub reported being unsure of its break even status. 

  

4.5 Food Hub Experiences with Public Funding 

 Section 4.5 addresses the challenges to accessing public funding that interviewed 

food hubs reported. This section examines these barriers from the perspective of non-

publicly funded food hubs in Section 4.5.1 and of publicly funded food hubs in Section 

4.5.2. 

 

4.5.1 Non-publicly Funded Food Hubs 

Table 13 provides reasons why non-publicly funded food hubs reported not 

utilizing government funding sources.  Most food hubs are aware that they can obtain 
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public grants with only nine percent of food hubs reporting that lack of information about 

available grant sources prevented them from pursuing public funding (Table 13).  This 

reason was the least reported answer as to why food hubs did not access public funds.  In 

contrast, the most cited reason was lack of interest; 67 percent of food hubs provided this 

answer (Table 13).   

Many food hubs that said they were not interested in public funding explained 

that this was because of a strategic business decision on the part of their organization.  

Some of these food hubs shared that they specifically did not want to rely on grants as a 

revenue stream for their operations.  Other food hubs that lacked interest in public 

funding explained that they had other revenue sources – such as private grants or 

donations – or that their business had never used public funds and was not interested in 

changing that.  

Food hubs without public funds reported a lack of grant-writing staff as a 

constraint to accessing public funding.  In total, 27 percent of non-publicly funded food 

hubs cited this factor in not receiving public funding.  Some younger non-profit food 

hubs added that limited knowledge of grants and lack of time posed significant barriers to 

receiving public grants.  This was especially the case with food hubs with few staff or 

heavy reliance on volunteers.  Food hub N1, very dependent on volunteers, falls into this 

category.  N1 stated that, “Right now we’re working with really high volunteer turn over 

when it comes to grant writing.  There’s a lot of people who say, ‘Oh I could be 

interested in that!’ and then it falls though”.   

Inadequate time was a constraint to 18 percent of food hubs not accessing public 

funding.  One food hub (N5) that had applied for funding but was not successful, shared 

that, “Honestly applying for that Farmers Market Promotion Program grant, that was just 

complete overkill.  It took a ton of time and we didn’t’ get it”.  This food hub also felt 

that, “Even just getting set up to apply was a rigmarole…It was like learning a new 

language just to put an application together”.   Another older food hub (N7) stated that, 

“the time that it takes to write [grants]” has prevented them from looking into public 
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grants, especially since “…we don’t have anybody [on staff] who specializes in grant 

writing, but I think it’s something we want to look at”.  

Responses from food hubs that they lacked the time and staff to apply for public 

grants in many cases reflected that they felt grant application processes were lengthy 

and/or difficult.  Often this was due to food hubs’ lack of experience or knowledge of 

applying to public grants.  If food hubs feel they lack the resources to apply to grants, it 

may indicate that they do not have resources at their disposal to help them successfully 

gain grants.   

 Another 18 percent of non-publicly funded food hubs believed their organization 

structure limited the type of grants they could apply for; a cooperative (N6) and a non-

profit (N1) stated this.  The latter hub indicated that because they do not operate in a rural 

area they believed they do not qualify for many of the grants marketed towards food 

hubs.  This food hub may have been referring to the RBEG, which requires that recipients 

be located in rural areas (United States Department of Agriculture, n.d.a).  

 

Table 13 Barriers to Accessing Public Funding for Non-Publicly Funded Food Hubs 

 

Reason for Not Acquiring Public Funding 

Percentage of Non-

Publicly Funded Food 

Hubs* (n= 11)  

Not Interested  64% 

Grant terms not attractive  27% 

Lack staff with appropriate skill set 27% 

Applied for funding but did not receive  18% 

Did not believe they qualify for funding  18% 

Lack time  18% 

Lack information on which grants to apply for 9% 

*Percentages do not sum to 100% because respondents could provide more than one answer.  

 

4.5.2  Publicly Funded Food Hubs 

Table 14 presents challenges that publicly funded food hubs encountered in 

obtaining or using government funds.  The distribution of publicly funded food hubs’ 

concerns regarding existing grants programs was uniform; 30 percent of food hubs cited 

the top 3 concerns and 20 percent the last two.  Top concerns included business structure 
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restricting grant eligibility, unattractive grant terms, and concerns about accessing 

funding beyond the start-up phase of their organization.  Unattractive grants terms 

constituted responses that indicated food hubs struggled with grant terms such as 

payment structure, grant time length, and option to reapply.   

 

Table 14 Barriers to Accessing Public Funding for Publicly-Funded Food Hubs 

 

Barriers in Accessing Public Funding 

Percentage 

Publicly- Funded 

of Food Hubs* 

(n=10) 

Food hub structure restricts grant eligibility  30% 

Grant terms not attractive 30% 

Concern for having access to funding beyond start-up costs 30% 

Restrictions on what grants will fund 20% 

No barriers  20% 

*Percentages do not sum to 100% because respondents could provide more than one answer. 

 

Despite obtaining public funding, some food hubs still felt that their business 

structure limited their eligibility for many government grants.  “The structure of the 

organization limits some of the grants you can go after.  We’ve been composed of 

producers and customer members, some folks haven’t known how to work with us 

because they only want to support funding for producer cooperatives or very specific 

things, so our very mixed composition has been difficult,” described food hub Y3.  Food 

hub Y8, which acquired limited government funding stated simply that, “we’re not a 

501C3 so there are major restrictions on the kind of public funding we can get”.    The 

structure of grant programs was another barrier publicly funded food hubs noted 

frequently.  For example, food hub Y1 said that, “The SCBG is challenging because it’s a 

reimbursable grant so it’s hard on cash flow”.  “Public funding that requires matching 

funds is pretty tough because the cash flow of this business is so low, it’s very hard to 

demonstrate a ton of funds in your bank account.  Food hub Y3 explained, “I understand 

where they’re [grant programs] coming from, but it’s just hard”.  Matching funds were a 

challenge for food hub Y2.  They overcame this obstacle by obtaining money from a 
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county Chamber of Commerce as matching funds to apply for a state department of 

agriculture grant.  

Though publicly funded food hubs found some grant terms difficult for their 

organization to accommodate, none reported that the grant application process itself acted 

as a barrier.  Cooperative food hub Y10, a recipient of multiple grants, described how 

grants were “really hard to get at first, but after we got [our first grant]…the other grants 

came very easily”.  This suggests that there may be a learning curve or a level of comfort 

applying for public grants that food hubs can achieve to increase their chances of 

successful application.  Food hubs that find the grant application process difficult may 

simply lack experience with grant writing or grant writing skills.  However, the fact that 

some food hubs obtained multiple grants should raise questions as to what types of food 

hubs are accessing grants, how they are accessing them, and how public funds are 

distributed.   

The grant conditions that food hubs expressed the most concern about were start-

up funds.  Several of the grants that food hubs use most frequently   are limited to one-

time projects or start-up funds.  For example, the VAPG is a project based grant available 

to many food hubs but was tricky for food hub Y3 because it is a one-year grant that 

prohibits re-application for the same project.  According to this food hub one year is 

“…not enough time to develop a strong program”.  They worried about sustaining strong 

growth for their program after their VAPG expired.  Similarly, publicly funded food hub 

Y1, which was not yet breaking even, said that their food hub has “done ok so far, but the 

question is whether we’ll need additional funds [grants] to keep it going”.   

    

4.6 Food Hubs’ Desired Funding Sources 

Many interviewed food hubs, those that obtained public funding and those who 

did not, suggested ways that public funding could better meet the needs of their 

organizations.  Unsuccessful applicants of public grants wished for more transparency in 

the awarding grants.  Food hub N3, an unsuccessful applicant for public funding, felt that 
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the grant application process they underwent could be more transparent and added that 

competition for public grants is “very high”. 

    Food hub N5, which also applied for but did not obtain public funding, 

specifically mentioned that they would prefer more grants “geared towards smaller 

organizations, meaning it’s [grant application] not some convoluted process”.  This food 

hub specifically cited Sustainable Agriculture and Research Education (SARE) grants as 

being more accessible than other Federal grants.  SARE is federally funded and “uniquely 

grassroots” (Fitzgerald, Evans, & Daniel, 2010, p. 13) and distributes research and grant 

funds through regional offices.   The distribution of grants from a lower level of 

government was appealing to food hub N5. 

Publicly funded food hubs suggested alterations to existing government grant 

programs.  Food hub Y1 said that more government grants that “require less matching 

funding would be nice”.  Food hub Y3 would prefer government grants that allow for 

reapplication if their projects successfully achieved target outcomes.  This food hub 

wanted access to grants that could be extended upon meeting certain objectives, or that 

last longer than a fiscal year.  Such grants would complement start-up grants and provide 

food hubs more leeway to develop long-run financial sustainability.   

Other food hubs would like to see changes made as to what public grants would 

fund.  Some food hubs expressed an interest in funding for staffing, as staffing is 

significant portion of their operating costs.  As stated by food hub Y7, “It’s relatively 

easy to get funding for physical structures…it’s harder to get funding for staffing, which 

is probably the biggest cost that we incur”.  In contrast, one food hub (Y9) said finding 

grants to fund equipment purchases was difficult for their organization  

  

Instead, several food hubs responded that low-interest long-term loans would 

meet the needs of their organization.  This form of funding could allow food hubs to 

develop projects on a time scale that fits their organization’s growth pace.  Long-term 

low-interest loans would free food hubs’ capital for use on non-project costs such as 

staffing and alleviate pressures on cash flow and matching grant requirements.  Existing 
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or new grants could incorporate these changes to support the longevity of food hubs.  

However, unless food hubs successfully prove they can break even, long term low-

interest loans may not be a panacea to secure food hubs’ financial sustainability.  Many 

food hubs that were not breaking even reported that they believed they had expected to 

break even in the previous year, but now thought that they would sometime in the near 

future.  With uncertain financial trajectories, long-term low interest loans by themselves 

may not contribute the financial success of food hubs.  

 

5  Conclusions  

 Section 5.1 summarizes key results and contributions of this study.  Section 5.2 

recommends incorporating more state and local involvement in support of food hubs and 

local food systems and calls for future exploration of how public funding affects food 

hubs.       

 

5.1 Summary   

 This paper reviewed current food hub types and there place in agricultural 

markets.  Food hubs work to transform food systems by creating intermediated selling 

channels for small and mid-sized producers and thus gain access to markets they would 

otherwise not be able to enter on their own (Matson, Sullins, & Cook, Keys to Success 

for Food Hubs, 2011).  The environmental, economic, and social benefits created by 

maintaining robust local food systems supported by a diversity of small and mid-sized 

farms benefits not only farmers but society at large as well.  This paper has framed these 

benefits as being treated as societal assets by the USDA.  The USDA works to support 

the production of these benefits through subsidization, a classic government response to a 

supply-side market failure.    

 This paper has addressed a gap in current knowledge of public funding for food 

hubs.  By conducting interviews with 21 food hub operators, it provides a glimpse into 

the overall experience of food hubs with public funding.  These interviews revealed that 

48 percent of food hubs interviewed had received some form of public funding and 52 
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percent had not.  Food hubs not receiving funding often were aware of grant sources but 

not interested in pursuing this support.  Publicly funded food hubs tended to be younger 

than non-funded hubs and received an average of two government grants. Both groups of 

food hubs detailed the barriers they have experienced with public funding, with business 

structure being common to each group.  Non-funded food hubs also emphasized that lack 

of staff and time, and complicated application procedures are barriers to accessing grants.  

Public grant recipients indicated that grant structures and grant length were at times 

challenging for their organizations.   

 

 5.2 Recommendations and Call for Future Research 

Developing regional food systems is both a national and local issue and therefore should 

be addressed using federal, regional, and local resources.  Advocates of local food 

systems support the creation of more state and local policies to advance regional food 

systems.  These advocates are optimistic that state and local agricultural policies are more 

malleable that federal policies and thus easier and faster to change (Hamilton, 2002). 

Many believe that local policymakers are more in tune to local needs and have more 

accountability to their constituents than do their federal counterparts (Gunderson, Kuhn, 

Offutt, & Morehart, 2004).  

  Channeling grants to food hubs through more localized government agencies 

could break down grant applications processes as barriers for food hubs.  Access to 

funding from lower levels of government may make food hubs feel more connected to 

their grant sources and therefore more likely to apply for assistance.  Grants such as the 

SCBG, which give states considerable freedom to allocate funds to smaller organizations, 

could help make public funding more accessible for food hubs, especially small or new 

operations.   

In the absence of grant programs that are federally funded but distributed locally, 

lower levels of government can still offer support to food hubs.  Though counties 

generally have fewer financial resources than do higher levels of government, they can 

still play an active role in the development of regional and local food systems.  Increasing 

non-monetary support to food hubs is one way county governments can help food hubs to 
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develop.  County provision of free or reduced-cost space for food hub operations would 

be beneficial to food hub development (Matson, Sullins, & Cook, 2013) and was reported 

by some food hubs (see section 5.4).  Interviewed food hubs revealed that using county 

infrastructure, even for minor activities such as for a once-a-week drop off site, saved 

their food hub money in critical early stages of development.     

 More coordination between federal, state, and local levels of government may 

help to lessen barriers to accessing and using public grants that food hubs described.  

Greater knowledge transfer and outreach between levels of government would better 

educate food hubs of their funding options.  Stronger coordination across government 

could alleviate some of the misconceptions surrounding funding that food hubs hold.  

State departments of agriculture should link themselves more closely with KYF or market 

their own funds available to food-hub-type operations more aggressively.     

 Finally, in moving forward with support of food hubs to produce societal benefits, 

policymakers must also track and analyze the costs associated with funding them.  The 

benefits that food hubs produce should be weighed against the cost of financing them so 

that acceptable rates of return are achieved.  This will be dependent on clearly defining 

the intended beneficiaries of food hubs are as well as the desired scope of the benefits 

they produce.  At the very least, the USDA should compile more information on how 

food hubs are utilizing current public grant programs to establish baseline estimates of 

how public funding influences food hubs.    

 Future research on food hubs should further explore how food hubs use public 

funding.  Desired outcomes of public grants are inadequately specified at this time and 

future research should focus on assessing deliverable outcomes of food hubs.  A better 

understanding of these topics can lead to improved funding programs for food hubs.  

Stronger food hubs with more stable financial viability will be more adept at providing 

benefits to producers, consumers, and rural communities.   
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Appendix A: Interview Questions  

  

Background 

1. What does your organization do?   

a. Which [parts] earn revenue?  

2. How long has your operation (food hub) been in business? 

3. Why did your organization start a/the food hub?   

4. How many staff does your organization employ? 

5. What are the geographic boundaries of your purchasing and sales area?   

6. How many suppliers and customers does your organization work with?  

7. Has this fluctuated much throughout the lifespan of your organization?   

Financial Issues  

8. How much revenue did your organization (food hub) generate in 2012 from 

operations? 

9. How has this changed in recent years?   

10. What are the biggest financial challenges that your operation has faced to date? 

11. What financial challenges do you anticipate in the future? 

12. Is your organization financially self-sufficient based on operations?  

a. How long has it been so?  

b. If not, has it ever been?   

13. What level of revenue would you need to generate to reach self-sufficiency?  

Funding other than from operations 

14. What funding or donation sources has your organization utilized up until the 

present (including private funds)?   

15. How important have they been to what you have accomplished to date? 

16. Does your organization currently receive, or has it ever received, public funding 

or donations in any form?   

a. If so, what type of public support was received?    

17. What were the funds used to do? 
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18. What, if any, barriers has your organization experienced in regards to the 

acquisition or use of public funds?   

19. How could public funding sources be bettered tailored to meet the needs of your 

organization?  

20. If your organization does not utilize public funding, what factors have prevented 

your organization from receiving these types of support?   

21. Do current public funding sources adequately meet the needs of your 

organization? 

22. Ideally what types of funding sources would you most like access to?  
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Appendix B: Regional Food Hub Funding Sources  

Federal Grants Available to Food Hubs    
USDA, Rural Development 

Program 
Non-

profit 

For 

profit 
Co-op Public Tribal Individual Research 

Community Facilities 

Grants and Loans  

X   X X   

Business & Industry 

Guaranteed Loan 

Programs 

X X X X  X  

Rural Business Enterprise 

Grant (RBEG) 

X   X X   

Rural Business 

Opportunity Grant 

(RBOG) 

X  X X X   

Value-Added Producer 

Grant (VAPG) 

  X   X  

Intermediary Relending 

Program 

X  X X X   

Rural Micro entrepreneur 

Assistance Program 

X    X  X 

Rural Economic 

Development Loan and 

Grant Program (REDLG) 

X X X X X X X 

Rural Energy for America 

Program 

Grants/Renewable Energy 

Systems/Energy 

Efficiency Improvement 

Program 

 X X   X  

Source: Barham, J., Tropp, D., Enterline, K., Farban, J., Fisk, J., & Kirlay, S. (2012). Regional Food Hub  

Resource Guide . Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing 

Service. 
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Federal Grants Available to Food Hubs  Continued… 
USDA, National Institute of Food and Agriculture 

Program 
Non-

profit 

For 

profit 
Co-op Public Tribal Individual Research 

Sustainable Agriculture 

Research and Education 

Program (SARE) 

X     X X 

Community Food Projects 

Competitive Grant 

Program 

X       

Beginning Farmers and 

Rancher Development 

Program 

X X X X    X 

Agriculture and Food 

Research Initiative – 

Global Food Security 

      X 

USDA, Risk Management Agency 

Risk Management 

Education and Outreach 

Partnership Cooperative 

Agreements Program 

X X X X X  X 

USDA, Agricultural Marketing Service 

Farmers Market 

Promotion Program 

(FMPP) 

X X X X X   

Specialty Crop Block 

Grant  

   X    

Federal-State Marketing 

Improvement Program 

(FSMIP) 

   X   X 

USDA, Farm Service 

Agency 

       

Farm Storage Facility 

Loan Program 

       

USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service  

Environmental Quality 

Incentives Program 

(EQUIP) 

  X  X X  

Conservation 

Innovation Grants 

(CIG) 

X    X X X  

Source: Barham, J., Tropp, D., Enterline, K., Farban, J., Fisk, J., & Kirlay, S. (2012). Regional Food Hub  

Resource Guide . Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing 

Service. 
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Federal Grants Available to Food Hubs  Continued… 
U.S. Department of Commerce  

Program 
Non-

profit 

For 

profit 
Co-op Public Tribal Individual Research 

Public Works and 

Economic 

Development Program 

X   X X  X 

Economic Adjustment 

Assistance Program 

X   X X  X 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HSS) 

Communities Putting 

Prevention to Work 

   X    

Community 

Transformation Grants 

X   X X   

Community Economic 

Development Grants  

X       

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 

Sustainable 

Community Regional 

Planning Grant 

X   X    

Community Challenge 

Grant  

   X X   

Community 

Development Block 

Grant Program 

   X    

Rural Housing and 

Economic 

Development Program 

X   X X   

U.S. Department of Treasury  

Community 

Development 

Financial Institutions 

(CDFI) Program 

(apply to CDFI) 

X       

New Market Tax 

Credit (apply to 

Community 

Development Entity) 

X       

Source: Barham, J., Tropp, D., Enterline, K., Farban, J., Fisk, J., & Kirlay, S. (2012). Regional Food Hub  

Resource Guide . Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing 

Service. 
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Appendix C: List of Coded Food Hubs 

 

Code Names of Food Hubs  

Food Hub 

Code 

Name and 

Funding 

Status 

Business Structure Age 

Range 

(years) 

Breaking 

Even 

Revenue * 

N1 Privately Held Business  0-4  Do not know Below Median 

N2 Cooperative 5-9  No Below Median 

N3 Privately held Business 0- 4 No Below Median 

N4 Cooperative 10+  Yes Above Median 

N5 Privately Held Business 5-9  No Median 

N6 Privately Held Business 5-9  Yes Above Median 

N7 Privately Held Business 10+  Yes Above Median 

N8 Privately Held Business 0-4  Yes Below Median 

N9 Nonprofit 0-4  No Above Median 

N10 Cooperative 10+ Yes Above Median 

N11 Nonprofit 0-4  Yes Below Median 

Y1 Nonprofit 0-4  No Below Median 

Y2 Privately Held Business 5-9  No Below Median 

Y3 Cooperative 0-4  No Above Median 

Y4 Nonprofit 0-4  No Below Median 

Y5 Nonprofit 10+ Yes Above Median 

Y6 Privately Held Business 0-4  No Below Median 

Y7 Nonprofit 5-9  No Below Median 

Y8 Privately Held Business 10+ Yes Above Median 

Y9 Cooperative 10+ Yes Above Median 

Y10 Cooperative 0-4  Yes Above Median 

*Revenue compared to median of food hubs in sample.  
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